ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Word Sudoku  Anil

NPI LAS ETO  ARE NOD SIT
OTA EPN ISL  NIT ERS ADO
ELS OTI PNA  SOD TIA REN
ANP SOT LEI  TAS DEN IOR
LOT IEP NAS  ONI RAT DSE
ISE NLA OPT  EDR ISO NTA
PAL TIE SON  RSO ADE TNI
SEO ANL TIP  IEN STR OAD
TIN PSO ALE  DTA ONI ERS

Dog Doo? Good God!  Win Emmons

1 ragless Elgar  2 lass Ava saw I was a vassal  3 I get a note, Dot, to detonate GI
4 Nigeria-Zaire gin  5 sex, Eb, in ibexes  6 Pop ill, old Abe – bad lollipop!
7 buttressed a dessert tub  8 one badass ad, Abe, no?  9 lasso bonobos, Sal
10 aerate pet area 11 God! asinine Lenin is a dog!  12 lessen iffiness, El
13 Tito rendered Nero tit 14 megabuck Cub a gem  15 sib Anna cottons not to cannabis
16 nag a petite pagan 17 dapper prep pad 18 I prefer pi
19 Reno gas is a goner 20 drat, sabled El, bastard 21 part as a satrap
22 temple help met 23 Mo, my Fe puts did stupefy Mom 24 Rex, I’m at a mixer
25 Stu ordered routes 26 let’s make Essenies seek Amstel 27 Xerxes taxed ex at sex, Rex
28 see, Gil, gent negligees 29 garbage gab rag 30 we shall, Allah, sew
31 shallot Ayatollah’s 32 ha, Lil! Edna is an Asian Delilah 33 “Yo, B.S.” went newsboy
34 massage Degas, Sam 35 ego loge 36 stir writs
37 tar baby B.A. brat 38 go! do mush, sumo dog! 39 deter a bare Ted
40 Koo to Nepal a jalapeno took 41 Eli missed a Hades simile 42 Meg as is is a gem

Kickshaws  Dave Morice

The Most Popular Poem in English: The poem is a word-unit reversal. The words in the first two stanzas occur in reverse order in the last three stanzas.
Gullible: Gotcha!